
MICH HOLISTIC PRACTITIONER DIPLOMA
PROGRAM FE� & COURS�

Introduction

Congratulations on taking a step towards a career that is fulfilling and meaningful.  The

MICH Diploma Program is an investment in your future.  It is an apprenticeship based

training that will challenge you to engage your whole being and shift your paradigm, while

you earn THREE diplomas.  These diplomas will provide you with the skills required to work

as a  Holistic Health Practitioner anywhere in the world and your training with us will

prepare you to work with anybody who wants to restore their health and well-being in a

way that is gentle, safe and effective.



Program Syllabus

Foundation Level

(3 - 12 months)

- Applied (Noumedynamic) Holistic Health
- Clinical Practicum (Introductory)
- Anatomy & Physiology
- First Aid Homeopathy
- Holistic Nutrition Basics
- History of Medicine and Homeopathy
- Research in Homeopathy
- Discover Holism

Level One (Essential Skills)

(Up to 12 months)

- Foundation Studies in Classical Homeopathy
- Foundations of Holistic Practice (Clinical

practice and assessment)
- Materia Medica Level One
- Tissue Salts and Oligosols
- Homeopathic Principles, Practice

Methodology Level One
- Listening and Communication skills

Level Two (Applied Techniques)

(Up to 12 months)

- Intermediate Studies in Classical
Homeopathy

- Intermediate Holistic Practice (Clinical
practice and assessment)

- Bach Flower Essences
- Holistic Nutrition Coaching
- Materia Medica Level Two
- Homeopathic Principles, Practice

Methodology Level Two
- Pharmacology & Pathology
- Mental, Emotional and Physical Well Being

Level Three
(Supervised Internship)

(Up to 18 months)

- Advanced Studies in Classical Homeopathy
- Applied Holistic Practice (Clinical internship,

supervision and assessment)
- Materia Medica Level Three
- Applied Principles, Practice Methodology
- Pathophysiological Processes in Homeopathy
- Client and Case Management skills
- Business Strategies and Marketing
- Deontology: Ethics and Jurisprudence
- Naturopathic Supports and Nutrition in

Homeopathic Practice (Case Management)
- Clinical Internship Case Submission
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Frequently asked questions

How long will it take for me to complete the program?

As the program is self paced, your study schedule, created as part of your orientation and
first mentorship session upon enrollment, will determine the duration of the program for
you.  For example, a student devoting themselves to full time study may take 3 to 6 months
to complete a level, rather than the suggested 12 months.

Do I need to study in Montreal?

No, there is no requirement to study where the teaching team is based but if you live
nearby (or visit from time to time) it is possible to do your mentorship sessions in person.

I like the social aspect of school. Is there an opportunity to study in person?

Far from being impersonal and without social interaction, we have seen that our students
develop deep and lasting connections with each other.

Although we don’t offer in class training, we love to celebrate our community.  The next
opportunity for this will be a reunion of alumni and graduating class.

Why 3 diplomas?  Isn’t a diploma in Holistic Practice enough?

These 3 diplomas reflect our thorough and complete approach to the complexity of health
and disease. The MICH practitioner is confident that they can work with any individual, in
every circumstance, in every phase and aspect of their healing process to encourage their
return to health and wholeness.

I want to build on my previous training, is there a continuing education option

for me?

If you have previously trained as a homeopath or medical doctor, it will be possible for you
to follow an accelerated program and we encourage you to contact us for more
information.

How soon until I start to establish my practice?

Right from the start, students are encouraged to reach out to friends and family for
practice cases, and in many jurisdictions, students can register as a Naturotherapist to
issue insurance receipts once they have completed Level Two of the program.
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Program Costs

Tuition includes all course materials, one on one mentorship component of the program as

well as clinical internship. New students have two enrollment options:  Foundation Level or

Foundation + Level One. Tuition may be paid in full, or by installments via PayPal.

Fees include all necessary materials, exams, internship, and clinical training, including

mentorship. Reference books, which will also be used in your future professional practice

must be purchased separately (booklist provided upon request to applicants) and

additional mentorship packages are available at reduced rates.  As a federally certified

private educational institution, students are eligible for tuition and education tax credits.

LEVELS Tuition (single payment or installments)

Foundation Level $3540
$580 /month x 7

Foundation & Level One
(Save $1440)

$8000 or
$395 /month x 24

Level One $5900 or
$580/month x 12

Level Two $5900 or
$580/month x12

Level Three $5900 or
$580/month x12

FULL PROGRAM
(Single payments total) $21,240 CDN $19,800 CDN

*Tuition pricing in effect until October 31, 2022 and subject to change.

**All pricing in CDN dollars, benefit from exchange rates in effect upon tuition payment.
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Diploma Program Checklist

Only MICH provides everything a holistic practitioner needs to
succeed - in ONE program

Unique
To MICH

Other
Programs

ONE PROGRAM

One program and system of understanding that spans across all 3
systems of medicine and every modality of practice in holistic health

RECOGNIZED ACADEMIC TRAINING

All the academic training required by professional associations &
colleges in a fully recognized diploma program.

HEALTH SCIENCES

Human Anatomy and Physiology, Pathology and Pharmacology
required to be fully accredited, and taught from a whole-body,
HOLISTIC perspective, specific to the needs of a holistic practitioner.

LEADING-EDGE INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE

3 Diplomas from ONE fully integrated program that seamlessly
combines : Holistic Practice, Homeopathy and Naturopathy.

ACCESS ALL OF NATURE’S HEALING VIBRATIONS

Learn to use over 5,000 remedies by the time you graduate: find the
BEST fit for & ensure successful treatment: MICH Method &
Noumedynamic Dialogue.

UNDERSTAND HOW THE HEALING RESPONSE GETS ACTIVATED

Understanding that combines traditional wisdom with the leading
edge: Quantum biology, Subtle energy fields, Body-mind research.

TRULY HOLISTIC APPROACH

Know how to practice leading edge HOLISTIC Medicine in a truly
Holistic Approach: addressing the individual as a whole.

* GO AT THE PACE YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT

Complete the program in as few as 18 months full time, or take the
time you need.  Schedule your studies during the months or seasons
which are most convenient for you.
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*ACTIVE LEARNING: PERSONAL MENTORSHIP & LIVE
INTERACTIONS

Live interaction with experienced teacher-practitioners and
colleagues. LIVE case-taking practice from the very start, where you
actively practice under supervision. Ensures you develop extensive
professional proficiency, expertise and confidence before you
graduate.

* PERSONALLY ENRICHING TRANSFORMATION

A unique transformative process that awakens your sense of awe and
brings you into closer contact with a deeper reality that is nourishing,
sustaining and full of compassion.

Experiential learning brings you great insights, and shifts the way you
perceive yourself, the world and others. It is a gift to yourself, one that
will inspire you and energize your life, your work and your
relationships.

* EXTENSIVE POST-GRADUATE SUPPORT AND EASILY COMPLETED
MASTER’S DIPLOMA

Case Management and Continuing education specifically designed to
keep the MICH practitioner at the leading edge of Holistic Medicine,
including support to help get you started with client referrals.

*These items are special considerations for adult learners to stay engaged and to succeed.

Contact Us or Apply Today
(514) 486-2716
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